Uniform Policy

General Uniform Guidelines
Shirt:
Boys and girls are to fasten the top button of the Winter shirt. Infringements will be issued to students who
do not have their top button done up. Shirts are to be neatly tucked in.
Tie:
The tie is to be neatly tied and pulled up so that there is no gap between the top of the tie and the collar. If
a student does not have a tie, they will need a uniform pass.
Socks:
Socks must be regulation College socks and worn no lower than the ankle with the stripes visible. College
socks are to be worn when wearing the College Sports Uniform.
Shoes:
From Years 3-6 shoes must be black, polishable leather lace-up school shoes with a low heel. Students in
Years 1 & 2 have the option of having Velcro straps rather than laces.
P.E. / Sports Uniform:
It is compulsory to wear the correct P.E. uniform to school on P.E. days and Sports Days.
Summer:

College House Shirts and College Primary Sport Shorts on a students PE or Sports Days.

College Sports Socks are to be worn.

Year 6 students are also permitted to wear their leavers Shirts during PE and Sports Days.

Trainers are to be clean and support the ankle and foot.

The College wide brimmed hat needs to be worn.
Winter:

Students are to arrive and leave the College wearing their College Primary School track pants and
track top with the College wide brimmed hat.

Trainers are to be clean and support the ankle and foot.

Students who represent the College for any sporting event need to be similarly dressed when they
arrive and depart from their sports event.

Students are able to change into their sports shorts at school or at their event.
Swimming:

Girls: One piece College navy bathers. Girls may wear College shorts over their bathers.
(Compulsory if representing the College)

Boys: College bathers (Compulsory if representing the College.)
Boys may wear College shorts instead of College bathers during inter-house swimming carnivals.
‘Skins,’ that are the College navy colour are an optional extra.

Motto
The College motto
is
“Be Strong and
Courageous”.

Colours
The College
colours are navy,
gold and white.

Students are expected to be in full
school uniform from the time they
leave home in the morning until
they reach home again in the
afternoon.
Students are to arrive at school and
leave from school in correct sport
uniform on their P.E. or sports days.
What to do if you’re not in the correct uniform

Crest
The crest is in the
form of a shield
and depicts a
cross surrounded
by the Holy Spirit.

Students who are out of College uniform must
report to the Primary School administration office
before attending class. If the uniform breach is a
major one, the student’s parents may be contacted
to correct the breach. The student will be issued
with a uniform pass for the day. Repeated breaches of the Primary School uniform policy by a student will result in them receiving an infringement
for each day that a breach occurs.
Uniform Pass
Any time that a student has a valid reason for
missing part of their uniform and they have a note
from their parent, they will be issued with a Uniform Pass which is dated and is valid for that day.
When questioned by teachers during the day regarding their lack of correct uniform this pass is to
be politely shown. Students without a valid reason
for having the incorrect uniform will be issued a
maximum of one uniform pass per term.

The Uniform Shop
Students must visit the uniform shop with parents
before school or after school. Students are not permitted to visit the uniform shop during class time.

Behaviour whilst in College uniform and uniform
standards
Students should always wear their College uniform
with pride. The College uniform is a reflection on
the College and as such, should be maintained in a
clean and well kept condition. Any worn faded or
damaged items should be repaired or replaced
without delay. Identification tags or markings
should not be visible when the uniform is worn. If
students misbehave whilst in their uniform or wear
their uniform in a sloppy manner, this reflects badly
on the College which in turn affects all students and
staff who attend Mandurah Baptist College. For
this reason, the Mandurah Baptist College discipline
and uniform policies apply to students at all times
when they are in MBC Uniform. This includes on
the bus, at the shopping centre and on the street.

Girls’ Uniform

Boys’ Uniform
Summer: Shorts and shirts:

Summer: Dresses:

Boys’ shorts should be properly fitted so that they don’t fall down. Shirts should be
clean and buttoned up. Missing buttons should be replaced as soon as possible. Shirts
need to be neatly tucked into the shorts.

Girls’ summer dress must reach to the knee or just below. If these guidelines are
breached, then parents will receive a letter requiring alterations to be made or a new
dress purchased. If these changes do not happen within the agreed time frame, the student will receive an infringement. Dresses need to be clean and missing buttons replaced as soon as possible.

Winter: Trousers, shirts and ties
Boy’s trousers need to be the correct length and fit properly around
the waist. Shirts need to be clean, buttoned to the top and tucked
into the trousers. Missing buttons need to be replaced as soon as
possible. Ties need to be pulled up neatly to cover the top button
and be the correct length, i.e. waist length.

Jewellery:




For boys, the only permissible jewellery is a wristwatch and a plain necklace.
No piercing is permitted.
Students who are wearing extra jewellery will have it confiscated and returned at the
end of the day, as well as receiving an infringement.

Hair:
The general rule is that all students’ hair should be neat and tidy at all times. No extremes of hair style are
permitted.

Boys hair should be short and above the top of the collar.

Hair shorter than #2 is not permitted.

Fringes should not hang across the eyes or face, nor should they interfere when a student is working.

Using gel or wax to deliberately spike up hair is not permitted.

Hair should not be teased or deliberately made messy.

Hair may be dyed, but the hair colour must be uniform. The dye must be a natural colour and only ONE
colour. Hair that is two toned or has patches of dyed hair with natural hair colour are not permitted. No
‘mohawks’, ‘afros’ or braided hair allowed.

Highlights or tips are not permitted.

Winter: Skirts, shirts and ties
Year 1 to 3 wear a blue pinafore with the College blue shirt underneath.
Year 4 to 6 wear the College blue shirt with the College skirt.
Skirts need to be the correct length and fit properly around the waist.
Shirts need to be clean, buttoned to the top and tucked into the skirt.
Missing buttons need to be replaced as soon as possible. Ties need to
be pulled up neatly to cover the top button and be the correct length,
i.e. waist length. Skirts may NOT be rolled at the waist to shorten them.
Black stockings may be worn that are free of ladders and holes

Make-up:
No student is to wear make-up, tinted moisturiser or nail polish. Students breaching these
guidelines will receive an infringement.

Jewellery:




Girls are allowed one pair of small sleepers or plain gold or silver stud earrings in the lower lobe of the
ear. Studs may include a small birthstone and should be no bigger than about 3mm in diameter.
If a student has any piercing done that breaches these guidelines they will not be permitted to attend
class and will be required to remove the ex cess jewellery.
Students who are wearing extra jewellery will have it confiscated and returned at the end of the day,
as well as receiving an infringement.

Hair











Hair may be dyed, but the hair colour must be uniform. The dye must be a natural colour and only ONE
colour. Hair that is two tone or has patches of dyed hair with natural hair colour are not permitted.
Highlights or tips are not permitted.
Hair should not be teased or deliberately made messy.
Girls with longer hair than the top of the shirt collar must have it tied back in either a pony tail, bun or
plait(s) using a scrunchie or hair elastic in the College colours of white, gold or navy.
Hair combs are permitted but they must be the same colour as the hair, clear, brown or black.
Plastic or metal headbands are not part of the College uniform.
Hair accessories must be navy, white or gold, but no decorative type clips are allowed.
Girls with hair shorter than the top of the collar must not allow it to hang forward when they are
working. The hair should be kept back with black or brown hair clips.
Fringes should not hang over the eyes, across the face or interfere when a student is working.

